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On the topic of the SusPension of Joint Crime,The Penal Code has not 
made corresponding provisions for it. But such cases are common in  judicial 
practice.Therefor,to do some discussions on it is of great valuable for Criminal 
practice.The prevailing view in China’s criminal law theory supposes that part 
appcomplice can be crime suspension in joint crime only when he or she has 
stopped other accomplices continuing to implement the crime or preventing the 
occurrence of criminal results. Even part accomplice has made a sincere efforts 
to prevent the occurrence of criminal results, while the criminal results occurres, 
he or she will also be regarded as fundamental accomplice according to the 
principle that “Part of the participation, all the responsibilities” in joint crimes. 
This theory criticized by many scholars, for it emphasis too much on the 
integrity of the joint crime, ignoring the relative independence of accomplices, 
which is likely to leading unfair punishment to some accomplices . 
This paper argues that to discuss the suspension of common crime, we 
should deal with the relationship between the integrity of the joint crime and the 
relative independence of the individual accomplice. And at the same time, we 
should also balance the characteristic of joint criminal and the crime suspend. 
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, the main body of the paper 
is divided into four chapters.  
Chapter I and Chapter II is respectively described briefly the theory and 
practice on the suspension of the form of common crime in foreign countries 
and our coutry.  
The theory, proposed by Professor Zhang Shaoqian ,which is usually 
called the Doctrine of Causation, almost become China's current doctrine to 
solve the problem of The Discontinuing Of Accomplices. Unfortunately, the 















perspective of joint crime, while ignoring the nature of suspension. In fact, 
either the suspension of a single crime or a joint crime, the essence lies in the 
nature of suspension, not the charccteristics of joint crime. Based on 
re-examining the traditional standard, introducing the legislation reason of joint 
criminal and discontinued crimal, the Chapter III supports the Doctrine of 
Active recovery.  
After that we will discuss discontinued criminal of accomplices in the form 
of organizing offender, executor, fagin and accessory.  
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